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The Liberty Seated Dollar was one of the most unusual coins issued by
the U.S. Mint. It was initially struck in 1840 as the first silver dollar regularly issued for general circulation since 1803. (The U.S. Mint did issue
a miniscule number of the beautiful Gobrecht Dollars for circulation
in 1836.) Seated Dollars were not issued in large quantities and never
circulated extensively in commerce. Many Liberty Seated Dollar issues
were more likely to be exported to other countries for their metal content or sold to collectors than used as circulating medium in the United
States.
Liberty Seated Dollars experienced limited usage in the Eastern United
States during the early 1840’s. Mintages for the 1840 to 1843 Seated Dollars were comparatively large and survivors of those dates are among the most available coins of the series.
Demand for the coins fell in 1844 and most 1840’s Seated Dollar issues after 1843 were struck in miniscule
amounts. The discovery of gold in California in 1848 changed the use of the Seated Dollar dramatically.
The flood of gold onto the market raised the price of silver reckoned in gold dollars. As a result, Liberty Seated Dollars became worth more than their face value
and the few that were circulating were quickly withdrawn. After the early 1850’s
the Liberty Seated Dollar effectively did not circulate in the United States due to
its intrinsic value. Since they were impractical to use, few were made. Only 2,400
coins combined were struck in 1851 and 1852. Mintages were higher from 1853
through the 1860’s but coins still did not circulate. Many subsequent issues were
exported as bullion to countries that would melt them down for their own use.
A growing number of Seated Dollars also made the journey to China to be used
1859-S Liberty Seated
Dollar Reverse
as trade coinage. In fact, the 1859-S (San Francisco) issue was stuck expressly
for that purpose. However, Seated Dollars never really caught on in the Orient; as Chinese preferred the
already established Mexico Cap and Rays 8 Reales.
1840 Liberty Seated Dollar

Since the Seated Dollar had more than a dollar’s worth of silver reckoned in gold, the U.S. Mint began
charging a premium to people wishing to purchase it. Seated Dollars sold at a rate of $1.08 for many years
to collectors wanting to keep their collections current. Many surviving high grade Seated Dollars struck
after 1850 are probably from collectors who paid premiums for them originally.
Liberty Seated Dollars were struck at the Carson City, Nevada mint from 1870 to 1873. The mint was established as a processing location for the vast amounts of silver originating from the nearby Comstock Lode.
While silver dollars were still worth more than gold dollars in 1870, the scales were tipping the other way.
Demand for silver in the West was always strong, too. The Western market could
absorb the small number of Carson City silver coins that were being produced.
In 1873, the Liberty Seated Dollar series ended with the passage of the Coinage
Act of 1873 (often referred to as the ‘Crime of ’73). That act ceased the minting of
Silver Dollars (along with the Half Dime, Three Cent Silver, and Two Cent Piece).
The act formally abolished bimetallism (the concurrent use of both gold and silver
as monetary standards), which had not effectively been used in the United States
1873 Liberty Seated Dollar since the start of the California Gold rush. At the time, the disappearance of

the Liberty Seated Dollar went relatively unnoticed, as few people had ever used
or handled one. Within a few years, silver prices fell and silver coinage flowed
into circulation including small numbers of Liberty Seated Dollars still sitting
in reserve. After only five years without a silver dollar, the Morgan Dollar was
introduced in 1878 as a means to absorb some of the excess silver on the market.
The Liberty Seated Dollar is a curious coin, indeed. The denomination was never
really wanted or needed. The United States existed for decades without a Dollar
coin. Ample supplies of Half Dollars could have satisfied demand. After the 1863 Liberty Seated Dollar
California Gold Rush, the coin was too valuable to circulate. At that point it was not really a coin anymore.
Seated Dollars were exported to other countries as bullion or trade dollars where they were often melted.
Ironically, just at the time the Seated Dollar might have become useful as a domestic coin, it was legislated
out of existence.
Though it was barely used, the Liberty Seated Dollar is a beautiful coin. The Liberty Seated design is very
attractive. Miss Liberty is prominently featured on the obverse. She is beautiful, though sometimes softly
struck due to the immense pressure required to make a silver dollar. The large-scale format of the silver
dollar makes the eagle look particularly majestic. Seated Dollars look impressive; and an accumulation of
them looks even more impressive! When one recognizes the beauty and rarity of these coins, it becomes
simple to understand why the series is so entertaining to collect.
Liberty Coin Service stocks a diverse selection of uncertified and PCGS and NGC certified Liberty Seated
Dollars for sale.

View Our Inventory of Liberty Seated Dollars for Sale Here.

How to Collect Liberty Seated
Dollars – Three Different Ways
1841 Liberty Seated
Dollar XF45 PCGS

1. The Basic Collection
The Liberty Seated Dollar series is a very advanced collection. Even common Liberty Seated Dollars
are expensive compared to most other coins. The run is peppered with rarities that are difficult to
find. Beyond those, there are even greater rarities; available only at auction if at all. Despite the difficulty, a Seated Dollar collection can be very rewarding even if incomplete. Working on the collection
is enjoyable because the coins are so challenging to locate; especially for those searching out pristine
specimens.

The first step in forming the collection is to determine a budget. Second
would be to define the scope. Are you satisfied with only collecting coins that
are readily available? Will you want to track down the rarities and acquire
those? (There is nothing wrong with accumulating a collection of coins without any intention of completing it.) Once you have a budget and the scope of
the collection determined, decide on the appropriate grade range to collect
that will fit your resources.
As with most 19th Century Type series, a mid-level to high-level circulated 1866 Liberty Seated Dollar
grade is probably best to collect. A fine to very fine collection will be far
more attractive than worn good and very good coins at a price that is not
so much greater. An extremely fine to about uncirculated collection will be
more expensive, but impressive and very challenging. In my opinion, this is
the best grade range to collect because the coins have the beauty of having
almost all details intact, yet the coins still carry the ‘character’ given them by
time in circulation.
A mint state collection of Liberty Seated Dollars could possibly be assembled, but only with some luck and at great cost. All dates exist in mint state
1872-S Liberty Seated
grades. Most Mint State Liberty Seated Dollars are incredibly expensive.
Dollar Reverse
Only one 1870-S Liberty Seated Dollar is known to exist in mint state. Only
two or three 1873-CC Liberty Seated Dollars are known in mint state. In the past twenty years only a
few auction opportunities have been available to obtain one of these great rarities. Even if you have the
millions required to form the collection, you will need patience to track down the two major rarities.
Like other collections that pose some difficulty, forming a Seated Dollar collection can be done in stages. Usually, one would start by obtaining the most common coins first and work towards the rarities
progressively. If the opportunity presents itself to purchase a rarity the collector may want to jump out
of sequence, however, as the chance to find another like it may not come again.
When assembling a Liberty Seated Dollar collection, look for problem-free original coins whenever available. Many, if not most Liberty Seated Dollars have
been cleaned or damaged over the years. Grading services such as PCGS and
NGC are very lenient in grading cleaned coins of the Seated Dollar series. Many
coins with moderate cleaning receive numeric grades; indicating that they are
‘problem-free’. This is undoubtedly due to the lack of nice, original coins relative
to collector demand. Be patient and buy original problem-free coins. Expect to
pay premiums for them. If you can buy them at little or no premium, snap them
up! Conversely, cleaned coins in graded holders will be harder to sell and realize
lower prices than nice coins. Be patient and buy original!

1859-S Liberty Seated
Dollar VF20 PCGS

Below are groupings of Liberty Seated Dollars to collect based on relative difficulty to acquire: (The
groupings are based on availability in circulated grades (VF to EF). (The groupings would be different
in mint state grades.)

The Most Common Dates – These four issues have higher mintages. At least two of the issues are also known to exist in mint
state hoards discovered during the silver dollar
craze of the ’50s and ‘60s. These are the four most
common coins of the series.
1859-O		1871
1860-O		1872

1860-O Liberty Seated Dollar

The Common Dates – These coins are not so common as the first four, but they are frequently encountered. Any of these would be an excellent coin to
start a collection.
1840			1846
1841			1847
1842			1849
1843			1870
1842 Liberty Seated Dollar

The Scarcer Dates I – This group of coins is fairly elusive. They
will still be encountered on occasion; more regularly at larger coin
shows. Many of these coins represent decent value. They often
can be acquired for modest premiums over the most common issues.
1846-O
1859		
1860		

1866		
1868
1869		

1873
1869 Liberty Seated Dollar

The Scarcer Dates II – These dates are tough to find. They usually trade at significant premiums over the scarce date I group. Some, like the
1859-S and 1872-S trade at even larger premiums
because they are the only S-mint coins available
for their type.
1844		
1853		
1865
1845		1859-S		1870-CC
1848		
1863		
1872-S
1850-O
1864
1859-S Liberty Seated Dollar

The Rare Dates – These coins are very hard to find. When available, they usually sell for
robust premiums. For most of these dates, you will generally expect to pay more than a
listed retail price in a guide. Many survivors are cleaned or damaged. If you are fortunate
to find an original, uncleaned coin consider it a fortuitous occasion!

1850		
1854		
1855		
1856		

1857		
1861		
1862		
1867

1871-CC
1872-CC
1858*

1872-CC Liberty Seated Dollar

(The 1858 Date was only issued as a proof strike. It is not part of a circulation
issue collection. Some consider it to be part of the collection as the only coin
available for that date.)

The Extremely Rare Dates – This small group of dates is seldom seen. Owning any of these
coins is a major accomplishment. The 1873-CC is encountered perhaps slightly more often
than the other two. A specimen or two of the ’73-CC can usually be found at a national coin
show. The other two dates usually are found in auctions rather than bourse floors.
1851		

1852		

1873-CC

1852 Liberty Seated Dollar

Legendary Rarity – This is the 1870-S Dollar. With only nine specimens known to exist, it
is the rarest regular issue silver dollar in the entire US series, 1794 to 1935. It is rarer than
the famous 1804 Silver Dollar (if you include both types). In the past decade, an 1870-S
Seated Dollar has crossed the auction block only seven times (and only three distinct specimens of the nine known have been offered). If you have the means to purchase one (which
will be, at a minimum $500,000 in spare change) it is probably an excellent value given its
rarity.
1870-S

Unknown to Exist – This coin was struck, but has never been encountered. At the end of
the series, 5,000 of these were made and presumably all were melted down at the series’
terminus; before they could reach circulation.
1873-S

Click Here for a free Collector’s Checklist to Help You Get Started!

2. The Liberty Seated Dollar Type Set
The Seated Dollar type set is a simple one. There are only two types of Seated
Dollars. The No Motto Type was issued from 1840 to 1865. The Motto type
was issued from 1866 to 1873 with the addition of the motto “In God We
Trust” on the reverse. Since there are only two types, there is some flexibility
in collecting them. Common dates in mint state are a possibility. Attractive
high-grade circulated scarcer dates might be fun, too. The type set could be
expanded to a type-mint set. For the No Motto type the collection would
include coins from the Philadelphia, New Orleans, and San Francisco Mints. 1840 Liberty Seated Dollar
Coins of the Motto type were issued at the Philadelphia, San Francisco, and
Reverse
Carson City Mints. Mint State coins will be tough and pricey to collect for
this expanded type set; but all of the coins are available in high circulated
grades at more reasonable prices.
Another possibility for an expanded type set would include proof coins of
each type. No Motto Proof Seated Dollars struck before 1858 are very rare.
The U.S. Mint began striking proof coins in greater quantities starting in
1858 to meet growing collector demand. Motto type
1873 Liberty Seated Dollar
proof Seated Dollars are scarce but available with diliReverse
gent searching. The optimal grade for collecting proof
Seated Dollars is Proof-63. Most proof Seated Dollars were moderately to harshly cleaned at some point. Coins grading proof-60 to proof-62 are often nightmarishly ugly. At the grade of Proof-63, hairlines from cleaning are not so prominent and coins are on average much more attractive than lower grade coins. The
Proof-63 grade has an attractive price point. At a bit less than $4000.00 per coin,
they cost not so much more than proof-62 coins and are significantly cheaper
1872 Liberty Seated
(about $2,000.00 to $2,500.00 less) than Proof-64 graded coins.
Dollar PR62 PCGS

3. Trade Coinage Type Set
There were several different World coins that travelled to China to serve as a medium of exchange for
desired Chinese goods unavailable in the West. Chinese merchants had a great desire for silver and
demanded silver coinage in exchange for their wares. Though China conducted trade with the West for
centuries, the flow of silver seemed to increase in the late 18th Century. Trade expanded further when
additional ports were opened after 1842.
The Spanish Colonial 8 Reales were the coins most desired by the Chinese to accept for trade. This was
probably due to the fact that these coins were more abundant and consistently minted than other World
crowns of the era. As Colonial Spain fell to rebellions by the early 1820’s the Colonial 8 Reales was no
longer being produced. The Mexican 8 Reale of the same standard became the logical replacement. It
was inconvenient for merchants of other countries to procure the old Portrait 8 Reales and the Mexican
Cap and Rays coins. Often they could only be had at premiums, if at all. Several countries introduced
competing coinage for trade with varying success. Completing a type set of these different trade coins
used in China is a fun way to study East-West trade relations of the Nineteenth Century. A type set of
these coins might include the following: (Note: the collection might contain one of each example with
chop marks to demonstrate coins that actually travelled to China and one example without chop marks
as a clear example of the type.)
Spain – 8 Reales, 1732-1771
Spanish Colonial – 8 Reales, 1732-1772, Mexico City, Potosi,
Guatemala, Lima, Santiago Mints
Spanish Colonial – 8 Reales, 1773-1789, Charles III Portrait,
Mexico City, Potosi, Guatemala, Lima, Santiago

Pillar Type 8 Reales

Spanish Colonial – 8 Reales, 1789-1808, Charles IV Portrait –
Same Mints as before
Spanish Colonial – 8 Reales, 1808-1821, Ferdinand Portrait –
Same Mints as before
Mexico – 8 Reales, 1824-1896
Mexico – Scale Peso 1871-1873
U.S. Liberty Seated Dollar,
Various dates and specifically 1859-S
Spanish Colonial 8 Reales

1861 Mexico 8 Reales

Hong Kong Dollar, 1866-1868
U. S. Trade Dollar, 1873-1878
Japan Trade Dollar, 1875-1878
French Indochina Piastre De Commerce, 1885-1928
Hong Kong Dollar

Great Britain Trade Dollar, 1895-1938, also 1804
China Dragon Dollar (7 Mace and 2 Candareens) –
The Chinese Equivalent of these Trade Coins.

1873 U.S. Trade Dollar

1885 French Indochina
Piastre De Commerce

Great Britain Trade Dollar

China Dragon Dollar

Read more about Liberty Seated Dollars
Breen, Walter. Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. And Colonial Coins. Doubleday
Publishing, New York, 1988
Bowers, Q. David, Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States, Volume 1. Bowers and
Merena Galleries, Inc. Wolfeboro, NH, 1993.
The Gobrecht Journal published by the Liberty Seated Collectors Club is also an invaluable resource for all things Seated. You can receive it by joining the club. Dues are about $25.00 per
year.
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